
This is Me!

How do I make sense out of this?



Under my primary concern are secondary 

concerns identified by Capital Letters 

A., B., C. . . 

such as my sleeping problems and my 

tense feelings 

Wow! 

Under my secondary concerns are my 

highly focused concerns identified by 

numbers 1, 2, 3 . . 

such as having insomnia and taking 

sleeping pills 

I can see my primary concern identified 

by a Roman Numeral I . . such as my 

stress and tension 



But there is more . . . 

As my eyes go down the page I see 

several primary concerns with their own 

secondary and highly focused concerns

This is really interesting . . . 

My feelings about myself and my life are 

a bigger issue than I thought

I am paying a big price as I let my stress 

and tension go unmanaged. My highly 

focused concern says I have feelings that 

nothing is worth doing.

I need to do something about this



Get Focused NOW . . . 

Effective goal setting requires Focus:

As you have now seen, the Purpose Clarifying Interview (PCI) 

functions like a highly efficient, well-organized mind. 

Starting from the perspective of a wide-angle lens, you have 

examined a panorama of possible concerns. 

The PCI automatically adjusted your lens, rapidly prioritizing your 

concerns according to their relative significance to you. 

Zooming in for a close-up, the PCI surfaced your most significant 

concern, made available to you immediately in your "This is Me!" 

report.



Maintaining consistent Focus on your dominant concern - yes, 

over time - is your second important step. 

Reliable personal change results by maintaining your focus on 

the concern or concerns you consider most important. 

This is Focused Action

Stay Focused . . . 



What do I do next?

You’ve now asked a most important question. 

Your TELOS Journey is about 

our working together with a clear sense of purpose . . .  until it is finished

This is where the TELOS Journey classes come into play.

When you join the Telos Journey, you learn how to apply a variety of self-help 

tools to your successful strategy  as you achieve your short and long term 

goals.



I’ll sign up for Dr. Ray’s  

Telos Journey class


